
Materials:

Colour A 100g of DK or 8 Ply

Colour B 100g of DK or 8 Ply

Enough white DK or 8 ply to do the eye stitches

 Black Yarn for eye detail

US size 6 (4mm) needles
Darning needle for eye detail
Pair of scissors
Set of stitch markers if you would like to use them

Key:




Directions:
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Colour A Front
Colour B Back

Stich Number

For example, if you were on row 5, with Colour A (green) background facing you you would knit the 
following:

The stars mark where to start making up the length of your scarf, and where to rejoin the pattern to add 
the other panel of owls.  You will need to add an even number of rows between the star marked lines and 
remember to continue the chequer pattern border.
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To create the pattern, and the the double knitted effect, you must knit and purl alternate stitchs making 
sure that you move BOTH yarns forwards and back at the same time as you knit.

Cast on 55 stitches in each colour so that they sit on the needle alternately.   You will end up with 110 
stitches, 55 in each colour
When I do this I tie a loop in each yarn and slide them both on to the same needle, I then proceed to cast 
on with both yarns at the same time through both stitchs I have just created.  It gives you a twisted 
coloured effect along the bottom, but I quite like it.  Other methods of casting on can be found on the 
internet.

The pattern is created by changing the colour being used on the side.  

Where you see the "dot" add a stitch in the eye to give the white stitch a pupil.
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Owl In A Row
by Anna Brookman

A row of Owls to border the ends of a scarf!  And they're super cute too!!

It is designed to be double knitted and be reversible.

I have assumed that you know how to double knit, but if you don't it is really easy to learn to do and there 
are some excellent tutorials on the internet.  You just have to be brave to start with and then you will see it 

is super easy!
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